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Aims and Scope of the Conference

The International Conference on Integrated Information 2011 took place in Kos Island, Greece, between September, 29 and October, 3, 2011. IC-ININFO is an international interdisciplinary conference covering research and development in the field of information management and integration.

The conference aims at creating a forum for further discussion for an Integrated Information Field incorporating a series of issues and/or related organizations that manage information in their everyday operations. Therefore, the call for papers is addressed to scholars and/ or professionals of the fields of Library and Archives Science (including digital libraries and electronic archives), Museum and Gallery Studies, Information Science, Documentation, Information Management, Records Management, Knowledge Management, Data management and Copyright experts the latter with an emphasis on Electronic Publications. Furthermore, papers focusing on issues of Cultural Heritage Management and Conservation Management are also be welcomed along with papers regarding the Management of Nonprofit Organizations such as libraries, archives and museums.

One of the primary objectives of the IC-ININFO will be the investigation of information-based managerial change in organizations. Driven by the fast-paced advances in the Information field, this change is characterized in terms of its impact on organizations that manage information in their everyday operations.

Grouping emerging technologies in the Information field together in a close examination of practices, problems and trends, IC-ININFO and its emphases on integration and management will present the state of the art in the field. Addressed jointly to the academic and practitioner, it will provide a forum for a number of perspectives based on either theoretical analyses or empirical case studies that will foster dialogue and exchange of ideas.

Topics of general Interest


Symposia

The Conference offered a number of sessions under its patronage, providing a concise overview of the most current issues and hands-on experience in information-related fields.

- Symposium on Integrated information: Theory, Policies, Tools
- 4th Symposium on Business and Management and Dynamic Simulation Models supporting management strategies
- Session on Open Access Repositories: Self-archiving, Metadata, Content policies, Usage
- Session on Evidence-Based Information in Clinical Practice
- Session on Business Management and Communication Strategies supporting Decision Making Process in Tourism Sector
- Session on Electronic Publishing: A Developing Landscape
- Session on Information and Knowledge Management
- Session on Information Content Preservation as Outcome of Conservation of Cultural Heritage: Ethics, Methodology and Tools
- Session on Advances Information for Strategic Management
- Session on Information History: Perspectives, Methods and Current Topics
- Session on Divergence and Convergence: Information Work in Digital Cultural Memory Institutions
- Session on Contemporary issues in Management: Organisational Behaviour, Information Technology, Education & Hospital leadership.

The wide range of aspects that the sessions covered, highlighted future trends in the Information Science.

**Paper Peer Review**

More than 300 papers had been submitted for consideration in IC-ININFO 2011. From them, 91 were selected for presentation, after peer review in a double blind review process. The accepted papers were presented at IC-ININFO 2011.

**Thanks**

We would like to thank all members that participated in any way in the IC-ININFO 2011 Conference and especially:
- The famous publishing house Emerald for its communication sponsorship.
- The co-organizing Universities and Institutes for their support and development of a high-quality Conference scientific level and profile.
- The members of the Scientific Committee that honored the Conference with their presence and provided a significant contribution to the review of papers as well as for their indications for the improvement of the Conference.
- All members of the Organizing Committee for their help, support and spirit participation before, during and after the Conference.
- The Session Organizers for their willing to organize sessions of high importance and for their editorial work, contributing in the development of valued services to the Conference.
- PhDc Marina Terzi for her excellent editorial work, contributing in the production of the Conference proceedings.
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Professor Amanda Spink has published over 340 scholarly journal articles, refereed conference papers and book chapters, and 6 books. Many of her journal articles are published in the Journal of the American Society for Information Science and Technology, Information Processing and Management, and the Journal of Documentation. She is Editor of the Emerald journal Aslib Proceedings. Amanda’s research has been published at many conferences including ASIST, IEEE ITCC, CAIS, Internet Computing, ACM SIGIR, and ISIC Conferences. Her recent books include Information Behavior: An Evolutionary Instinct and Web Search: Multidisciplinary Perspectives, both published by Springer. Amanda’s research focuses on theoretical and empirical studies of information behavior, including the evolutionary and developmental foundations. The National Science Foundation, the American Library Association, Andrew R. Mellon Foundation, Amazon.com, Vivisimo.com, Infospace.com, NEC, IBM, Excite.com, AlltheWeb.com, AltaVista.com, FAST, and Lockheed Martin have sponsored her research. In 2008 Professor Spink had the second highest H-index citation score in her field from 1998 to 2008 [Norris, M. (2008)]. Ranking Fellow Scholars and their H-Index: Preliminary Survey Results. Loughborough University, Dept of Information Science Report].
A Semi-Automatic Emerging Technology Trend Classifier Using SCOPUS and PATSTAT
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Abstract: Identifying Emerging Technology Trends is crucial for decision makers of nations and organizations in order to use limited resources, such as time, money, etc., efficiently. Many researchers have proposed emerging trend detection systems based on a popularity analysis of the document, but this still needs to be improved.

In this paper, an emerging trend detection classifier is proposed which uses both academic and industrial data, SCOPUS [1] and PATSTAT [2]. Unlike most previous research, our emerging technology trend classifier utilizes supervised, semi-automatic, machine learning techniques to improve the precision of the results. In addition, the citation information from among the SCOPUS data is analyzed to identify the early signals of emerging technology trends.

Keywords: SCOPUS, PATSTAT, Emerging trend detection, Machine learning, Artificial neural network

I. INTRODUCTION

Research on emerging trend detection has been conducted by many researchers and organizations, because identifying emerging trends and predicting the near future can improve efficient resource distribution and effective policy establishment. Traditional research on detecting emerging trends is based on massive data analysis, literature review, and brainstorming of intellectuals [3]. However, as the amount of information to analyze increases and computing technology develops, recent trends of this research are focused on automating the processing by utilizing text mining and data analysis techniques [4, 5]. In this study, we propose a semi-automatic machine learning technology for recognizing emerging technology trends from academic and industrial text data.

II. METHODS

A. Previous Research

Traditional research on emerging trend detection in text data is conducted by two major methods, fully automatic detection and semi-automatic detection. The fully automatic methods, such as TimeMines [6], VUDM [7], and on-line event detection by Allan [8], have employed unsupervised learning methods, in which learning is achieved in a fully automatic manner by detecting topics describing technologies to analyze their trends. These approaches tend to show good performance in recall, which represents the portion of emerging trends found over the total number of emerging trends in the system, but only medium performance in precision, which expresses the rate of correctly determined emerging trends over the total number of trends found. The reason for the good recall of the method is that it uses bottom-up methods to test every possible combination of noun phrases as topics describing emerging trends. After finding topics, the trends of each topic are analyzed, and emerging trends are selected from among the topics based on certain criteria. However, the results of this approach can be noisy for some decision makers because, in most cases, the identification of several correct targets is more meaningful than identifying as many correct targets as possible without missing.

For this reason, in order to increase precision rather than the recall, semi-automatic methods which use supervised learning are attracting attention. These approaches, such as CIMEL [9], PatentMiner [10], and HDDI [11], use experts to provide guidance to the machine along with the training data. For example, the training data of the machine learning is tagged by the experts to identify whether or not the data is about an emerging trend, or the experts interact with the software during learning. Therefore, the machine can learn more correct patterns of emerging trends and classify new trends more precisely.

B. Semi-automatic Supervised Machine Learning

Our proposed method is a semi-automatic system in which experts provide guidance to an artificial neural network machine learning system. The guidance from the experts in our system is the classification tags attached to the training data, so that the machine is directed as to whether or not the information currently being learned is about emerging technology. In a machine learning system, selecting the correct features for learning is most critical. HDDI [11] used the frequencies of concepts within a fixed length of periods and the count of concepts in semantically defined regions, which can be obtained automatically. Oh [12] also provided the results of a comparison experiment for testing the strength of impact of the most famous features of trends generally used for emerging trend
detection, such as change, persistency, stability, and volume. According to Oh's result, the strongest impact feature of a trend is expressed by the change, stability, volume, and persistency in descending order. However, because every emerging trend detection systems have different purposes, available source data, and training methods, the features to be learned need to be selected and tested themselves. Our system uses both academic data, SCOPUS [1], and industrial data, PATSTAT [2]. Thus, in addition to the usual term-frequency based trend changes in academic data, the latency between the weak academic signal and the industrial legal activity (patent application) could be trained. Also, our system uses a citation half-life feature, which is described in the next section, to train the aging factor of technology. We assume that the age of the emerging technology is relatively young and young technology tends to have a later citation half-life than mature technology.

This study consists of three stages, 1) emerging trend detection, 2) training data generation, and 3) learning and experimentation. Figure 1 shows the brief structure of the proposed system.

![Figure 1. Emerging technology trend classifier](image)

At stage 1, a set of emerging technology trends are identified from SCOPUS. The process contains clustering, filtering, and naming. The field experts intervene during the process. After that, in the second stage, the training data is generated by extracting learning features from SCOPUS and PATSTAT. Experts also join in this process to add their guidance to the learning data.

C. Emerging Technology Trends

Detecting emerging trend from SCOPUS is conducted to generate tagged feature vectors of training data for neural network learning. Only 1% of the highly cited papers are used. The papers are clustered using the scientometrics techniques, which use the citation information, classification code, core paper identification, and shared term frequency. As a result of clustering, 512 clusters are identified. Then, about 50 field experts are selected for the naming of the clusters and voting on the prospects of the technologies as expressed by their names. Clusters that do not have any consistent topic, based on the knowledge of the field experts, are filtered out, and final 87 clusters are selected as emerging technology trends. From this result, 60 technologies are selected for positive training data. In addition, 26 matured, non-emerging technologies, such as compact discs, fountain pens, optical character recognition, and Bluetooth technology, are prepared as negative training data.

D. Feature Extraction and Tagging

An artificial neural network is trained with positive training data, which consist of features from emerging technology trends, and negative training data, which consist of features from matured, non-emerging, technology trends.

The training features are extracted from SCOPUS and PATSTAT data from 1996 to 2010. Two types of feature, linguistic and statistical, are used. For the linguistic features, the trend "change" for 2 different periods from SCOPUS and PATSTAT are used. For statistical features, the citation "half-life" in SCOPUS is used. The change value represents the slope of the change between the start and end point of the trend curve. A positive change value means that the trend is emerging, while a negative change value means that the trend is submerging [12].

\[ \text{diff}(f) = LR_f(T_{end}) - LR_f(T_{start}) \]  
\[ \text{Change}(f) = \frac{\text{diff}(f)}{\sqrt{\text{diff}(f)^2 + (T_{end} - T_{start})^2}} \]

The change feature is obtained by calculating the linear regression, which is represented by equations (1) and (2). In these equations, \( f \) is a trend function expressed by an independent value, time, and a dependent value, the populations in SCOPUS and PATSTAT. \( LR_f \) is the linear regression function about \( f \). \( T_{end} \) expresses the population at the end point of the period of interest, and \( T_{start} \) is the population at the start point of the period. For the machine learning part of this study, four change features, 1) the change in the first 11 years in SCOPUS, 2) the change in the last 4 years in SCOPUS, 3) the change in the first 11 years in PATSTAT, and 4) the change in the last 4 years in PATSTAT, are extracted from one technology trend curve.
The reason for dividing the period into two sections, 11 years and 4 years, is based on our basic interpretation about the data. Figure 2 and figure 3 show some examples of trend curves of emerging technologies in SCOPUS and PATSTAT, respectively, and both charts show that the trend curves changed noticeably in the last 4–5 years.

According to the figure 2, the population of emerging technology trends had increased steadily in the first 11 years and its changes escalated during the last 4 years in SCOPUS. In figure 3 the speed of change dropped rapidly during the last 4 years in PATSTAT.

The other type of feature selected for this study is the citation half-life, which is the number of years that have passed after half of the total number of citations concerning a particular technology. The citation half-life represents the center of the total group of citations. Figure 4 illustrates the concept of citation half-lifetime.

The number of citation on "nano drug delivery materials" increased steadily until its peak in 2008, and then it decreased rapidly until the present year, 2010. The total number of citations on the technology during the observation period in SCOPUS is 24,225 and the half of the total number of citations, 12,112.5, is met around 2005. Therefore, the citation half-life of the "nano drug delivery material" technology is 4.93 years.

Every technology has a distinct trend in citation. Figure 5 shows the citation trends of some example emerging technologies. The trend curves tend to bias to the left or right based on the age of the technology. Thus, we assumed that an emerging technology is a relatively new technology, and the citation half-life value represents the age of technology, and that learning this value may help detect emerging technologies.

E. Learning

The goal of machine learning in this study is to educate the neural network with the features of emerging technologies and non-emerging technologies, and evaluate the performance of the trained neural network as an emerging technology trend classifier.

During learning, a total 86 feature vectors, 60 from positive data and 26 from negative data, and tagged as to whether or not it is emerging technology, are entered into the neural network for training. In the evaluation session, the precision of the classification performance is measured. In order to evaluate the precision of the learned neural network, 64 new feature vectors, which have not been used for training, are entered. The evaluation data is not tagged but are already classified by field experts and compared with the decisions made by the neural network.

F. Evaluation and Results

The final status of a neural network, the learned status, is different in every trial, even if it is trained with identical training data, because the neural network assigns random initial weights to the links among the neurons in the hidden layers. Therefore, we repeated the training and evaluations 10 thousand times, with the same evaluation data, and determined the average precision and a standard deviation.

The average precision of classification of the neural
network is 69.92 and the standard deviation is 21.93. Regarding precision only, this result is better than the normal precision rate, which is about 45, for normal unsupervised learning for emerging trend technology.

The precision of learning can be improved by iterative tuning of the training data by filtering out noisy data and adding correct data, and the deviation can be decreased by enlarging the size of training data. However, the tuning process is not included in this study.

III. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

An emerging technology trend identification system is proposed, which is based on semi-automatic supervised machine learning technology, and its performance is evaluated. Our method learns from both academic data, SCOPUS, and industrial data, PATSTAT. The change in trend and citation half-life is selected as the learning feature. By using a supervised learning method, our system places the focus on enhancing the precision of classification rather than recall. This system can be applied for fast classification of emerging technology, such as a real time online technology evaluator or competitive intelligence system.

For future work, we will tune the training data to make the learning process more efficient. Also, a larger volume of training data and evaluation data may improve the precision of the classifier. Furthermore, we plan to apply the standard test set for emerging trend detection, such as the Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT) corpora [13], to make our system applicable as a general purpose topic detection system. Finally, we will test for various trend features, such as changes and statistics about search queries.
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